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...everything in this book is true!

On page 46 you will find a list of basic resources.
Only words in "quotation marks" are actual quotes.
...and now... for the big money:

Here they come...

John... Winthrop...

Laurance...

Nelson...

And David!

Those Fabulous Rockefeller Brothers
AH!
A TYGROMERI RETICUS MORTIMUS!

...they collect beetles...

AND, OF COURSE, THEY ARE THE RICHEST PEOPLE IN THE WORLD...

...the rockefellers have got some nice houses...
(so many it's hard to count them all)

...they got lotsa townhouses in New York...
...one that's 9 stories tall!

...a 90-room cottage in Maine with a fleet of ships...

...do their hotels and apartment complexes count as houses?

...no stupid!

...and resorts in Hawaii and Puerto Rico...
...and a villa in Italy...
...and a ranch in Australia...
...and another in Venezuela & another in Brazil...

...and another in Florida...
...and Minrock Farms...
...and a huge house in France...
...and a huge house in England...
...and a huge house in Scotland...
...and a huge house on the English Channel.

...and a house made of a mountain on Saint Kitts...
...and a mountain is inside...
...and a mountain is outside...

...and 500 servants to keep up Pocantico Hills... 35 of them are armed guards...
...Pocantico Hills is a fortified kingdom... it's protected with huge stone walls, electrified barbed wire and chain link fences...

...private police cars cruise around the grounds and huge floodlights keep watch over the country side for miles...

OMGOD!
IT'S THE PEOPLE... THEY'RE COMING!

...their pride and joy is...

POCANTICO HILLS ESTATE

...The Rockefeller's Imperial Palace is the Pocantico Estate...
Five square miles of rolling hills just west of New York City...
It's the most valuable mansion estate in the world (it's worth 50 million dollars during the depression) - not to be outdone by any kings, dukes, or other toccons... it's filled with horses, sheeps, goats (to give a pastoral effect) strange plants, Japanese tea gardens and several mansions... the largest is "kyouk", a five-story marble house which includes a hospital, a gymnasium, a bowling alley, an 18 hole golf course and anything else that the Rockefellers might want...
The Rockefellers are richer than anyone has ever been before (and they are getting richer all the time)... and their power is enormously greater than their wealth... they have created an empire around themselves which is larger and more complex than Alexander the Great could have dreamed of... millions of people work under the Rockefellers and their empire has spread to every corner of the "Free World"... the empire includes the world's largest banks and industrial corporations and its powerful arms grip deep into the Federal Government...

The empire, which once centered on the Standard Oil Trust, has now multiplied and diversified into a mammoth conglomerate of nearly everything imaginable...

THERE'S NO ESCAPE!

WHAT ELSE IS THERE!

OH OH, UH OH, THAT TOO!

HEM HEY!

MOLYBDENUM... HUH?

ZZZZ... OMIGOD!

YOU CAN'T ARGUE FOR THE MOUNTAIN WHEN THE TRACKER ELITES ALREADY GOT IT...
"...and a few others..."

"...at one of David Rockefeller's very expensive, very exclusive, 6,000 person parties:

"I saw Vincent in the club. Yesterday I said Wolf hunting in Alaska isn't very good this year.

"So after we finished our yacht trip we were all rather tired so we thought it might be a nice idea to spend a few days on St. Lucia to relax.

"Nancy Vanderbilt was just great. She held her head up high."

"Some time I'd like to talk with you about that stock exchange plan..."

"Are you kidding? We're blood relatives of most of them!

"...Each of these families has an empire of its own (on a smaller scale) accounting for the rest of America's huge corporations... and all the corporations and families and empires are inter-locked, and interconnected and intermarried... and they're not exactly enemies with the Rockefellers..."
AND NOW
JUST TO
FILL YOU IN...

A SHORT HISTORY OF THE ROCKEFELLERS

THE FOUNDER OF THE ROCKEFELLER FORTUNE WAS JOHN DAVIDSON...HE ONCE SAID:

"I LEARNED THE PRINCIPLES AND
PRACTICES OF BUSINESS FROM MY FATHER"

His father made most of his money selling:
The Renowned
Dr. William Rockefeller's
CANCER CURE

...following in his father's footsteps John became rich very quickly...of course he worked hard for his money...his only interest other than his business was his church...He worshipped $500 bills...When John Brown was executed J.D. was the only one in Cleveland who did not close his shop in respect for him...He was calm, cool and collecting...

Then in 1870 oil was struck:

...I think I'll start the

Standard Oil Company

...standard oil started off as the largest retailer in Cleveland and it just sort of grew...

...then J.D. decided:

"For the sake of the economy we must concentrate the oil business..."

...J.D. created a game that soon became popular:

Monopoly!

...he began knocking out his competitors...he used every dirty, nasty trick, his genius could think up...and soon he had created the...

Standard Oil Trust!

...and, of course, he became the richest man in the world...
... AND HE BECAME THE MOST HATED MAN IN THE WORLD...

... HE EVEN STARRED IN ALL OF THE VAUDEVILLE MELODRAMAS...

(AS THE VIXIOUS LAND-LORD VILLAIN)

BOO!
THIEF!
RUBBER BARON!
PIG!
GANGSTER!
MONSTER!
WILDLIFE!
PETRIFIED!

...PAY UP OR I'LL TAKE YOUR DAUGHTER!

HEE HEE!

... THEN CAME THE ANTI-TRUST LAWS WHICH SHATTERED THE STANDARD OIL TRUST INTO A MILLION PIECES AND EVERYBODY WAS HAPPY-

-EVEN J.D. J.D. WAS HAPPY BECAUSE HE STILL CONTROLLED ALL OF THESE COMPANIES- BUT NOBODY KNEW!

which would you rather have- one huge company or 32 "big ones"?

... JOHN DAVIDSON ROCKEFELLER II

1874 - 1960

LUDLOW, COLORADO
APRIL 20, 1914

 demanded union rights. More money, better conditions, an end to the prison camp-type system and to talk to Junior... Junior refused to talk to "contented workers" and instead he brought in Texas & West Virginia Gunmen, the Colorado State Militia, the National Guard and the Cavalry to protect his mines...

... THEN TWO YEARS LATER THE NATIONAL GUARD SHOT TO DEATH THREE STRIKING STANDARD OIL WORKERS IN NEW JERSEY...

... J.D. II ("JUNIOR") OWNED SEVERAL COAL AND IRON MINES IN THE COLORADO ROCKIES. HE PAID THE MINERS LESS THAN $700 A YEAR AND FORCED THEM TO LIVE IN COMPANY HOUSES AND SHOP AT THE COMPANY STORE. THE CAMPS WERE PROWLED BY ARMED GUARDS AND INFILTRATED BY COMPANY SPIES. IN 1913, 9,000 MINERS WENT ON STRIKE... THEY DEMANDED UNION RIGHTS. MORE MONEY, BETTER CONDITIONS, AN END TO THE PRISON CAMPS-THEM-SYSTEM AND TO TALK TO JUNIOR... JUNIOR REFUSED TO TALK TO "CONTENTED WORKERS" AND INSTEAD HE BROUGHT IN TEXAS & WEST VIRGINIA GUNMEN, THE COLORADO STATE MILITIA, THE NATIONAL GUARD AND THE CAVALRY TO PROTECT HIS MINES...

... THEN ROCKEFELLER'S ARMY ATTACKED... THEY CHARGED THROUGH THE MINERS' TENT CAMPS IN ARMORED CARS RAKING THEM WITH MACHINE GUN FIRE AND THEY BURNT ONE CAMP TO THE GROUND...DOZENS OF MINES, WOMEN & CHILDREN WERE SHOT OR BURNED TO DEATH...

... THAT DECEMBER, THE COLD, STARVING MINERS WHO SURVIVED GAVE IN TO JOHN D. ROCKEFELLER II...
... Then came the 3rd generation.

Oh boy! Five boys and only one girl! Let's see now ... you'll get the bank ... you two will be governors... and you will get the Rockefeller foundation... and you will be in charge of all the money... and...

Oh yeah... you Abby - you will marry a rich man.

... and all the time they got...

$ richer... $ richer...

... and here they are today!
... THE MOST FAMOUS OF THE ROCKEFELLER FIVE, NELSON, WAS NAMED AFTER HIS GRANDFATHER (THE SENATOR) AND HE WAS RAISED AND GROOMED TO BE A POLITICAN...

NELSON WENT TO DARTMOUTH COLLEGE, WHERE DESPITE HIS POOR GRADES HE WAS VOTED: "MOST LIKELY TO SUCCEED"

NELSON'S FIRST IMPORTANT DECISION WAS TO HIRE DIEGO RIVERA (THE FAMED MEXICAN MURAL PAINTER) TO PAINT THE GREAT MURAL FOR ROCKEFELLER CENTER...

... I PAINTED A PICTURE OF LENIN AND A GIRL WITH V.D. (SYMBOLIZING LIFE UNDER CAPITALISM)...

HEAVENS NO! NOT ON MY WALL! DESTROY IT!

...SAID YOUNG NELSON...

LATER THAT ELECTION:

"ART IS ONE OF THE AREAS WHERE THERE IS STILL ABSOLUTE FREEDOM"

NELSON WENT ON TO TAKE MANY HIGH POSITIONS IN THE STATE DEPARTMENT... HE BECAME THE FIRST CO-ORDINATOR OF INTER-AMERICAN AFFAIRS, THEN HE BECAME UNDER-SECRETARY OF STATE AND A SPECIAL ADVISOR TO THE PRESIDENT... HE BECAME A MEMBER OF THE TWO MOST POWERFUL GROUPS IN THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT: THE NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL AND THE PRESIDENT'S CABINET...

THAT'S MY SON!

...AFTER THE ELECTION, A WELL KNOWN FOREIGN PRESIDENT VISITING THE ROCKEFELLER MANSION, WANTED TO ASK THE PEOPLE TO CHOOSE BETWEEN A MILLIONAIRE AND A BILLIONAIRE...

"YES... IT'S A GREAT COUNTRY... IT COULD ONLY HAPPEN HERE!"

...REPLIED ROCKY...

...HOW DOES ROCKY GET ELECTED YEAR AFTER YEAR?

IT AIN'T EASY!

...THE ROCKEFELLERS HAVE SPENT MORE MONEY KEEPING NELSON ROCKEFELLER IN OFFICE THAN HAS EVER BEEN SPENT ON ANY OTHER GOVERNOR...

...IT HAS COST THEM A FULL 27 MILLION DOLLARS SINCE 1962...

IT COST THEM OVER $7 MILLION FOR THE 1970 CAMPAIGN ALONE... (MORE THAN 10 TIMES WHAT HIS OPPONENT HAD TO SPEND...)
**Rocky's Record**

...during his first term Rocky spent most of his time running for president and convincing people to build bomb shelters... after failing to get everyone to build themselves bomb shelters, Rocky took $3.2 million in taxes and built one near his Capitol in Albany... at least he was going to be safe!

...since he entered the political ring Nelson has compiled one of the most amazing and controversial records of any politician...

...well he didn't take any bribes!

---

**Taxes**

...after running on an anti-tax platform the first thing Rocky did as governor was invent a new tax which exclusively hit only the 300,000 poorest families in N.Y. Then, after again promising not to raise taxes he was re-elected and raised the sales tax (which again hits the poor the hardest) and immediately set up a complicated sales tax dodge for himself called Greenrock Farms... meanwhile Rocky has bragged that he has cut New York's corporate tax share in half and he has severely limited the tax rates for the very rich (such as our favorite governor...). In other areas Rocky has voted against a raise in the minimum wage and he was the one mainly responsible for cutting New York's welfare payments.

---

**ALBANY MALL**

...ever since Nelson was a little kid he's wanted to build himself a palace... he wanted to build the biggest, most beautiful, most expensive palace in the world... and that's exactly what he's built as his state Capitol in New York... imagine yourself as Louis XIV designing Versailles, or an Egyptian Pharaoh building a great pyramid... Rocky has ordered the most massive building project in Western history... a 100 acre marble sculpture... after destroying a huge section of Albany's black community and displacing 9,000 people Rocky began building his dream in the early 1960's... he estimated the cost at $250 million... so far Rocky's Erector set has cost New Yorkers over a billion dollars and it's still not finished.

---

Meanwhile, are the Rockefellers paying any taxes? No! They have a whole crop of trick lawyers figuring out tricky ways for them to save billions in taxes... they have congressmen and governors busy pushing loopholes in tax laws... after passing their billions down through several generations, they have paid only $16 million in inheritance taxes... but the Rockefellers oil companies even do better than they do... oil companies get to deduct 22% of their taxes for a depletion allowance, and this combined with other loopholes allows the oil companies to pay a token 5 or 10% in taxes on hundreds of millions of dollars profit.

---

...last year Nelson, in the tradition of Ronald Reagan and Spiro Agnew, paid no federal taxes at all...

...I just didn't have enough money to pay both state and federal taxes!

---

In fact, it was discovered, that over the last five years he hasn't paid a million dollars in taxes...
... DURING ROCKY'S REIGN OVER THE STATE OF NEW YORK, HE ORDERED A NEW SET OF LAW AND ORDER LAWS... NOW NEW YORK HAS "STOP AND FRISK" (ALLOWING A POLICEMAN TO ARBITRARILY STOP AND SEARCH ANYONE ON THE STREET) "NO-KNOCK" (ALLOWING A POLICEMAN TO ENTER YOUR HOUSE WITHOUT KNOCKING) AND "NO SOCK" (MAKING IT A FELONY TO RESIST ARREST) LAWS... HIS NEW DRUG LAWS HAVE PUT 150 DRUG OFFENDERS UP FOR LIFE... ABOUT THE ONLY "LIBERAL" OF ROCKY'S CRIME LAWS ARE HIS VERY LIBERAL Bugging LAWS...

OF COURSE ROCKY'S DREAM HAS ALWAYS BEEN TO BE PRESIDENT. HE RAN FOR PRESIDENT IN 1964, 1968, AND 1972. BUT ALL THREE TIMES HE COULDN'T PULL IT OFF. SO AFTER FAILING TO GET ELECTED TO THE WHITE HOUSE HE TOOK THE EASY WAY IN...

IN DECEMBER 1973, TWO MONTHS AFTER SPIRO AGNEW RESIGNED, ROCKY RESIGNED AS GOVERNOR OF NEW YORK. HE LEFT HIS STATE IN THE HANDS OF ONE OF HIS MOST TRUSTED FRIENDS, MALCOLM WILSON...

... MEANWHILE IN WASHINGTON THE WHEELS OF JUSTICE WERE TURNING AND NIXON WAS DEPOSED. THE REPUBLICAN PARTY, WITH THE SUPPORT OF THE ROCKEFELLER BROTHERS, PICKED GERALD FORD AS THEIR NEW MAN AND THEN FORD PICKED SURPRISE - NELSON ROCKEFELLER AS VICE PRESIDENT...

SOME SENATORS WERE CONCERNED ABOUT ROCKY'S PRACTICE OF HELPING OUT PUBIC SERVANTS IN TIMES OF NEED. IT SEEMS THAT MANY NEW YORK STATE OFFICIALS WERE INDEBTED TO ROCKY FOR GRAND SUMS OF MONEY, WHICH HE MADE A HABIT OF GIVING TO THEM AFTER THEY RETIRED, IF HE WAS SATISFIED WITH THEIR PERFORMANCE.

NEVERTHELESS, CONGRESS DID IT'S UNQUESTIONING DUTY AND CONFIRMED THE RICHEST MAN EVER TO HOLD PUBIC OFFICE TO THE HIGH OFFICE OF VICE PRESIDENT...

ROCKY WILL NOT BE AN ORDINARY VICE PRESIDENT. HE WILL CERTAINLY STRETCH THE VICE PRESIDENCY TO TAKE ON POWERS NO VICE PRESIDENT EVER HAD BEFORE...

"IF I DON'T THINK I'M CUT OUT TO BE A NUMBER TWO TYPE OF GUY?"

CONGRESS HAD JUST BOUGHT A REALLY EXPENSIVE NEW MANSION FOR THE VICE PRESIDENT, BUT IT WASN'T GOOD ENOUGH FOR ROCKY.

"I HAD ALREADY BOUGHT ONE OF THE FINEST MANSIONS AROUND THE CAPITOL, JUST IN CASE I NEEDED IT SOMEDAY"

LET'S TAKE HER FOR A RIDE, JERRY!

MORE ABOUT THE ROCKEFELLERS AND THEIR GOVERNMENT STARTING ON PAGE 34

AND NOW AMERICA'S FIRST ABSOLUTELY UNELECTED PAIR OF AUTO-CRATS TAKE THE WHEEL...
Winthrop Rockefeller, 1912 – 1973

...Winthrop died on February 23rd 1973

You people of Arkansas just don't know what's good for you!

Then in 1962 "Winnie" proved that even a strange Rockefeller could get elected Governor...

"Winnie" was upset by a democratic nobody... He was so upset... That he didn't speak to anyone for 3 days...

He had tried so hard to make it as a Rockefeller...

Winthrop started out strangely - considering his family background:

I decided to become a common oil worker.

For one thing, Rockefeller just don't do...

When he returned as a lieutenant colonel, of course!

And then he moved on up to become an executive on Mobil Oil...

Meanwhile, Winthrop's brothers were all using part of their name to identify some of their possessions:

Winthrop's little 45,000 acre ranch goes through Arkansas and way into Oklahoma - it's one of the principal bull breeders in the world... I should know - I'm Kenneth Wilson, vending machine king, can I holiday inns and director of Sunrock Farms...

Winnie served as Governor of Arkansas for 2 terms...

But then in 1970... All the kings horses, and all the kings men, couldn't get "Winnie" elected again...

Oops... He lost!
**John David Rockefeller III**
1906-

He is also responsible for most of the ugly hotels in Hawaii and the Caribbean...

He's in charge of the Rockefeller money and chairman of "Rockefeller Bros. Inc." Their holding company...

I'm also a hotel building, bomb making, oil burning, Rockefeller conservationist!

John is the very slick head of the Rockefeller Foundation.

He sits on 36 different boards and committees, rounding out the Rockefeller empire and he belongs to the top New York clubs.

He holds the following decorations: Order of the Auspicious Star of China (Taiwan), Order of the British Empire, Grand Cordon of the Sacred Treasure of Japan, Grand Cordon of the Star of Ethiopia, Most Exalted Order of the White Elephant of Thailand and Commander of the Ordre des Millions d'Elephants et du Paradis Blanc.

Laurance S. Rockefeller
1910-

Laurance's hobby is making money and there isn't anyone quite so good at it as me!

Hi-technology!

Of course he had a little to start out with...

He just loves to play around with new kinds of little corporations that make all sorts of new scientific gadgets (radar, hydrogen bombs etc.)

*Mine!*
David Rockefeller is the most powerful man in the world. From his office high in the Chase Manhattan building, David rules the most powerful bank in the world...through it he dominates American business and eventually the world.

Besides ruling the world's most powerful bank...

David Rockefeller is chairman of the board of Washington's most powerful lobby—the Council on Foreign Relations...he is also president of the board of Overseers of Harvard U., chairman of Rockefeller U., chairman of the museum of modern art, chairman & founder of the downtown lower Manhattan assoc., chairman & founder of the council for Latin America, past chairman & founder of the center for international relations, chairman & founder business committee for the arts...past chairman & founder executive peace corps, president statistical fund, director of kennedy library, Rockefeller center, embarcadero plaza, leavitt house, morningside heights, urban coalition, carnegie endowment for int'l peace, Rockefeller Bros. fund, U. of Chicago and far too many more to list...he has also been on literally scores of government committees and he belongs to the most exclusive ny clubs; Harvard, Knickerbocker, links, university & center...

David's power was outlined by a fellow banker from Delaware a few years ago:

"I don't think Dick Nixon tells David Rockefeller what to do...it's the other way around."

Well who do you think should be on top—him? David's a very dedicated, serious and intelligent man...and he's got a PhD in economics...he's an expert at his job.
Most of us, who struggle to survive, can't very well imagine how much money the Rockefellers have...

The Rockefellers have a billion dollars, but it's beyond the struggle for survival. It's even beyond luxury. Their fortune is beyond the reality of living...

"I have a lot and I don't feel guilty about it! $100,000 to me is like $10 to other people!"

The Rockefellers have billions of dollars in corporate stock, and to them, their money means power. Their power lies in the corporations that they control...

Just look at our fantastic collection of corporations!

These corporations are the basic economic system in America, where the real power lies. Among them are America's largest banks, utilities, airlines, insurance companies and seven of the top twenty industrial giants which dominate America's economy...

On the next page, you see the 33 huge billion-dollar corporations that the Rockefellers control.

The Rockefellers do not own these billion-dollar corporations. They probably own less than 5% of the stock of most of these corporations (billions of dollars, nevertheless). This is enough stock to control these corporations because the Rockefellers have also centralized their control through their banks, insurance companies and law firms...

How did I decide which corporations the Rockefellers control? It wasn't easy!

The Rockefellers are the kind of people who don't list their phone number or forget their stockholdings. But I read some books, checked out corporate board of directors, paged through government reports and compiled volumes of research and came up with the mighty corporations listed on the next pages...

The Rockefellers are the head of a huge interest group... a financial and industrial trust... clustered around them are a group of super richıklı families and an elite corps of executives and technologists... together, they rule these monstrous corporations - each one a nation in itself, ruling over its own territory, a population of employees and a billion-dollar estate...

These corporations buy and sell and finance each other and are intricately interconnected...

...but these are only the inner group of Rockefeller corporations. The Rockefellers have connections with every major corporation in America... and their incredible weight and power can be felt by businessmen everywhere...
ROCKEFELLER EMPIRE
Standard Oil Company

...look at all these huge billion-dollar Rockefeller corporations!
...Banks control America and the Rockefeller's control the banks:

- The Chase Manhattan Bank, the Rockefeller's personal $31 billion dollar bank. Although it's only the third largest, it's the most powerful bank in the world...
- The Chemical Bank, the other Rockefeller superbank, is worth $18 billion dollars and ranks number 7 among America's huge banks...

"The Bank has dealings in everything!"

...Banks are the most powerful of all corporations, and the Rockefellers have two of the most powerful banks. These two banks permeate the entire corporate structure and each have their own sphere of corporations under their wings. Through their billions of dollars of corporate stock, and their corporate loans and financing the Rockefellers centralize control over their corporate empire...

...The Rockefellers also control two other New York banks:
- The Bank of New York, worth $4 billion
- The Seamen's Bank, worth $1 billion

All in all the Rockefellers control 30% of New York's banking and 20% of America's

...and the Rockefellers also have the largest bank of its kind...

**American Express**

worth $6 billion

---

**Utilities**

American Telephone and Telegraph is the largest corporation in the world... it's worth $67 billion dollars and more than 700,000 people work for it. It's one of the most complete monopolies anywhere...

- The Rockefeller's also control the nation's largest gas & electric utility worth nearly $6 billion dollars
- Con Edison
- And New York State's other utility Consolidated Natural Gas worth $1.5 billion

---

**Insurance**

In the 1930's the Rockefellers decided it was time for them to get into the insurance business - so they bought two insurance companies. These two are the second and third largest insurance companies in America and together they do 25% of all life insurance business. These insurance companies are also important to the Rockefellers because they use all the money in them to finance their industrial corporations.

- Metropolitan Life
  - $32 billion
- The Equitable
  - $17 billion

...and now we've come to the heart and lifeline of the Rockefeller empire...
The oil industry is, far and away, the largest and most important industry in the world. And its power and influence is even greater because every factory, every city, every country, yes, nearly everybody needs oil. Oil is the primary commodity of international trade, it is the most important ingredient in technology, this country’s and every other country’s wealth and lifestyle are determined by oil. The economy of every country with the oil industry...

They can’t buy me.

...and the oil industry is quickly buying up coal companies, uranium mines, natural gas supplies, all other energy sources in hopes of monopolizing all energy.

...and, of course, oil, and it’s exhaust, is the greatest and most dangerous of all the chemicals that pollute the earth.

...and half of the oil industry is in the hands of the family...

Rockefeller runs on oil!

The Standard Oil Trust

$59 billion

More than 50% of U.S. oil

the center of the empire...

And the rest of the world runs on the Rockefellers' oil. The Rockefeller Empire began through monopolizing oil and today the Rockefeller's $59 billion dollar Standard Oil Trust still rides on top. The Standard Oil Trust is alive and kicking in every country in the "free world" and it refines more than half of the oil sold in the United States like Gallo wine and the CIA. The Standard Oil Trust goes by many names but you can tell it's a Rockefeller oil company if it has a red, white, and blue sign:

Exxon

Arco

Standard

Mobil

Marathon

Chevron

Eso

All these oil companies belong to the Rockefellers.
THE OIL AND AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRIES, THE TWO LARGEST INDUSTRIES IN THE WORLD, HAVE WORKED TOGETHER TO AUTOMOBILIZE AMERICA. THE GIANT PAIR PAVED THE WAY FOR THOUSANDS OF MILES OF FREEWAYS AND THEY HELP PLAN URBAN AND SUBURBAN AREAS SO THAT PEOPLE HAVE TO DRIVE MILES TO WORK, SHOP, PLAY OR DO ANYTHING. THEY HAVE WORKED TO DERAIL EFFECTIVE MASS TRANSPORTATION. THEY HAVE MADE ALMOST EVERYBODY DEPENDENT ON DRIVING THEIR OIL BURNING AUTOMOBILES. THE EFFECT IS ANTI-HUMAN AUTOMOBILE CENTERED CITIES AND DANGEROUSLY FOUL AIR...

I SPEND HALF MY LIFE IN THE GODAMN CAR!

DOWNTOWN LOS ANGELES EXIT 1 MI.

...WHEN THE COUNTRY IS DEPENDENT ON OIL, AND THE ROCKEFELLERS CONTROL MOST OF THE OIL, WE'RE ALL IN TROUBLE. AND WHEN THE ROCKEFELLERS TEAM UP WITH TEXACO, GULF AND SHELL WHO CONTROL MOST OF THE REST OF THE OIL, THEY'VE GOT US IN A STRANGLE HOLD. WE FOUND THAT OUT DURING THE...

ENERGY CRISIS

OIL SUPPLY REMAINS IN POTENTIAL SURPLUS RELATIVE TO MARKET

Said Top Standard Oil Planners in a Formerly Secret Report: Preceding the "Energy Crisis"

...While we were sitting in cold homes and waiting in gas lines, more oil was being drilled than ever before, but it was waiting in storage tanks because the oil companies cut the use of their refineries to 85% and refused to increase their refineries' production specifically to produce the crisis. Why would the masters of the country's fuel want to keep it away from us?

UNLESS PROFIT LEVELS ARE SUCH THAT THE OIL INDUSTRY IS CONFIDENT ITS INVESTMENTS WILL BEAR FRUIT, THE SUPPLY OF OIL WILL NOT BE FORTHCOMING...

...the energy crisis did bear fruit for the oil industry. By refusing to sell oil to them the oil giants drove thousands of independent gasoline dealers out of business, making gasoline distribution more of a monopoly than ever before, threatening no more oil until pressured Congress to allow hazardous offshore oil drilling and the Alaska pipeline which people concerned about the environment had fought long and hard against. They also squeezed $10 billion dollars in research subsidies out of the Federal Government. But the main effect that we can see is that the price of gasoline has nearly doubled and the Rockefeller's oil company's profits for 1973 increased by more than 50% in one year, and the prices and profits are still going up...
The Oil, Chemical & Atomic Workers Union says:

Increased oil prices were responsible, directly or indirectly for almost half of last year's increased cost of living... Oil industry profits are up 146% since 1972... Our real wages haven't gone up - they've gone down... The oil industry has reaped windfall profits while pursuing policies that can only be called irresponsible and contrary to the national interest. We can't let the oil industry get away with blaming workers and consumers for the nation's ills. When we recognize what's really behind our energy and inflation problems, we can begin to do something about them. But if we allow the corporations to continue playing off one segment of the public against another, we'll never get to the root of the problem.

Meanwhile around the world:

For years Standard Oil and its friends have been pumping billions of barrels of oil out of underdeveloped Third World nations, reaping huge profits and leaving little but oil spills for the people of those nations.

And in most of the oil producing nations the money we get for our oil goes right into the pockets of the sheiks, shahs, kings, generals, oil tycoons and businessmen. Even with crude oil prices going up were still poor.

The benefactors are the rulers of our countries.

And the sheiks, shahs, kings, generals, and oil businessmen spend their oil money on building mighty armies to protect the oil fields. For whom do they buy their armies from? From the Pentagon, of course. Along with U.S. para-military corporations and all American corporations that build tanks, planes, warships and guns. The oil money feeds right back into...

Power! Planes! Money! EXON
...here are some of the rockefeller's corporations that rank among america's top 100 war profiteers:

--john hopkins university

esso

ibm

pan am

aerospace corporation

atlantic richfield

mit

at&t

standard oil company

california

mobil

thiokol

chemical

automation industries

...in vietnam as ibm's electric battlefield constantly signaled planes powered by thiokol to drop automation industries bombs and chevron herbicides, tanks powered by standard oil pounded away on the ground and pan am flew american soldiers in and out of the besieged country

...far away from the roar of bombs falling and exploding into flames you could hear david rockefeller saying:

...he also said:

"i expect that american oil companies will invest over thirty-seven billion dollars in south east asia during the 1970's"

but he spoke too soon!

how the rockefellers make billions, stop creeping communism, protect their foreign interests and serve their country all at the same time:

...the rockefellers are a very patriotic family...that is why, although they usually don't fight in america's wars, when their country is in need and duty calls they are there...with missiles, submarines, radar, band aids, tires, bombs and other expensive and deadly items to sell to the pentagon...each year the rockefeller corporations rake in billions from this lucrative field...
Here are some more of the Rockefeller's multi-billion dollar corporations:

PanAm
The Imperial Airlines...
$1.6 billion

Eastern

CBS
The TV network that is really a huge industrial corporation...
$1.5 billion

Kimberly-Clark
Makers of Kleenex and Kotex
$1 billion

Avon
The largest cosmetics company...
$1.4 billion

Allied
The computer trust
$1.2 billion

IBM
The 6th largest chemical co.
$1.6 billion

Borden
$1 in milk
$1.4 billion

Domino
$2.8 billion

CPC
International
$1 in corn

Alas, Mayor Kard, Nogar, Frazz, Snippy, Peanut Butter and More...
$1.4 billion

As you may have already guessed, we not only have a near monopoly in oil... we also dominate these huge industries:

Oil Trust

BANKING, COMPUTERS, INSURANCE AND TELEPHONES!

Only if they control...

280 billion

Worth of corporations

...but we control a lot more than corporations...

Just to make sure America is going in the "right & proper" direction they control "the hallmarks of society."
CHURCHES

THE ROCKEFELLERS ARE NOT RELIGIOUSLY BIASED!
WE BELIEVE IN FINANCING MANY DIFFERENT CHURCHES!

RESEARCH DEPARTMENT OF THE ROCKEFELLER EMPIRE!

...THE ROCKEFELLERS HELP FINANCE (AND THEIR FRIENDS RUN):
- UNION THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
- RIVERSIDE CHURCH
- INTER-CHURCH CENTER
  (WHICH ROSES THE BOARDS OF MANY OF THE IMPORTANT PROTESTANT CHURCHES)
- ST. JOHN'S CATHEDRAL
- JEWISH THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
- CORPUS CHRISTI CHURCH
- ST. LUKE'S CHURCH
  ...in New York...

...IT'S NOT THAT THEY ARE ESPECIALLY INTELLECTUALLY INCLINED
(ALTHOUGH ALL OF THE ROCKEFELLERS WENT TO VERY ELITE SCHOOLS)
BUT THE ROCKEFELLERS ARE VERY INTERESTED IN UNIVERSITIES...
WHERE ELSE WOULD THEY GET PEOPLE LIKE HENRY KISSINGER,
RALPH BUNCHE, WALT ROSTOW AND GRAYSON KIRK? WHO ELSE WOULD DESIGN THEIR ATOMIC BOMBS AND TRAIN THEIR TECHNICIANS?
THE ROCKEFELLERS AND THE FORDS PAY FOR UNIVERSITY RESEARCH (AND DECIDE WHAT IS RESEARCHED)... ROCKEFELLER MONEY BUILT
THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO AND THEY FINANCE MOST OF THE IVY LEAGUE UNIVERSITIES... THE ROCKEFELLERS ARE THE MAIN CONTRIBUTORS TO THE UNIVERSITIES BELOW AND THEREFORE, THE ROCKEFELLERS AND THEIR FRIENDS FORM THE BOARDS OF TRUSTEES WHICH RUN THESE UNIVERSITIES...

UNIVERSITIES

“CULTURAL CENTERS”

AND OF COURSE, THE ROCKEFELLERS LIKE TO STAY CULTURED... THEY BUILT (OR HELPED BUILD) NY.
PUBLIC LIBRARY, RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL,
THE WHITNEY MUSEUM, THE KENNEDY CENTER, THE MUSEUM OF MODERN ART,
THE METROPOLITAN MUSEUM, LINCOLN CENTER,
THE METROPOLITAN OPERA, THE BROOKLYN MUSEUM, ETC. AND THEY HAVE ONE OF THE LARGEST PRIVATE ART COLLECTIONS ANYWHERE...

AND JUST FOR GOOD MEASURE, THE ROCKEFELLERS ARE HERVIES IN
THE YMCA, THE YWCA,
THE BOY'S CLUB,
THE 4-H CLUB, THE BOY SCOUTS
AND THE GIRL SCOUTS...

(NOT TO MENTION U.S.O.,
THE AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY,
AND MANY NEW YORK HOSPITALS...)
THE ROCKEFELLERS DON'T GO HALFWAY IN NEW YORK; THEY INFLUENCE ITS BANKS, ITS MUSEUMS, ITS LIBRARIES, ITS CHURCHES, ITS ZOO, ITS UNIVERSITIES, ITS STORES, ITS BRIDGES, ITS BUSINESSES, ITS SUBWAYS, ITS TUNNELS, ITS LOBBIES, ITS TOWNS, ITS CLUBS, ITS CULTURAL CENTERS, ITS UTILITIES, ITS AIRPORTS...

...THEY'VE EVEN GOTTEN INTEREST IN NEW YORK'S BASEBALL TEAMS: THE YANKEES AND THE METS, AND THEY ALSO OWN ROCKEFELLER CENTER (A COLLECTION OF 23 SKYSCRAPERS IN MID-MANHATTAN) - THE WORLD'S MOST VALUABLE PRIVATE REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT...

...BUT THAT'S ONLY THE START OF THE ROCKEFELLERS' VAST REAL ESTATE EMPIRE IN NEW YORK CITY... DAVID BUILT THE LARGEST BANK BUILDING IN THE WORLD, TO HOUSE CHASE MANHATTAN AND THE PAN AM BUILDING USED TO BE THE LARGEST OFFICE BUILDING IN THE WORLD... THAT WAS UNTIL DAVID ROCKEFELLER AND HIS DOWNTOWN DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION PLANNED THE WORLD TRADE CENTER... DAVID PUT HIS PLANS INTO ACTION BY HAVING THE ROCKEFELLER RELATED PORT OF NEW YORK AUTHORITY (WHICH OWNS ALL OF NEW YORK'S BRIDGES, SUBWAYS AND AIRPORTS, ETC.) BUILD HIS MONUMENT TO U.S. IMPERIALISM... AND NOW NEW YORK IS BLESSED WITH THE TWO TALLEST, TIVEST SKYSCRAPERS IN THE WORLD... NOT FAR BEHIND, URIS BUILDING CORPORATION WHICH THE ROCKEFELLERS BUILT INTO THE LARGEST CONSTRUCTION COMPANY IN NEW YORK JUST COMPLETED THE WORLD'S SECOND LARGEST SKYSCRAPER (OUT DISTANCING PAN AM) AND IT OWNS OVER 30 HUGE SKYSCRAPERS IN NEW YORK CITY... AND NOW WE HAVE COME TO THE ROCKEFELLERS' FAMED COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY, WHICH OWNS MORE THAN $2 BILLION IN REAL ESTATE AND IS GOING UP MORE EVERY DAY... IT OWNS THE LAND UNDER ROCKEFELLER CENTER, THE WORLD TRADE CENTER AND THE SPIRE RAMP AND CITIBANK BUILDING THAT URIS BUILT, AND IS MOVING INTO HARLEM... HEADING THE RACE TO HARLEM IS DAVID ROCKEFELLER, WHO IS REPLACING SLUMS WITH MIDDLE CLASS APARTMENT COMPLEXES AND MOVING THEBlacks OUT OF THE ROCKEFELLER OWNED, CULTURALLY RICH, MORNSIDE HEIGHTS...
...Right now the Rockefellers are starting to build company towns again... in the 1950's John D. Rockefeller built rows of apartment complexes for Standard Oil workers in New Jersey... then Standard Oil started building shopping centers and office complexes... now it's starting to explore building whole new cities... when it's finished 700,000 people will live in Mobil Oil's "Mee Foo New Village" next to its refinery in Hong Kong... and Standard Oil is starting to build new cities outside of Houston and Los Angeles... David Rockefeller plans to fill 2,000 acres of Bay South of San Francisco to build thousands of Neil Tilli-Talkies... he just finished building Columbia Maryland (population 100,000) a model city... for more to come... they build a factory, a shopping center, some schools, a police station and roads and rows of Tick-Tack houses and they've got Standard Oil City! Freeways, industrial tracts, company towns and suburban developments are the Rockefellers' new way for America.

THE MEDIA

"You have split-ends."

"But is all this enough for the Rockefellers?"

"No!"

"They want to control what you hear, what you see and what you read... they want to control your mind."

"I'm a firm believer in freedom of the press!"

"Sure, you are, as long as you own it."

"The list of Rockefeller-influenced newspapers starts with the "New York Times" and circles the country... of course the Rockefellers don't control all of the newspapers... the Hearsts, the Knights and the Cowles have some too..."

"The Rockefellers present: Columbia Pictures."

"...and that's the way it is, Wednesday, November 19th, 1974..."
... In 1969 Nelson Rockefeller went on an official "fact finding" tour of Latin America... this is what happened:

- Dominican Republic: Oil refinery blown up...
- Honduras: Rioted, 1 person killed...
- Costa Rica: Large student demonstrations...
- Venezuela: Visit cancelled by government, street fighting with rocks and pistols...
- Panama: National guard called to stop demonstrations...
- Colombia: 20,000-man special security force called to stop heavy rioting...
- Ecuador: 10 people killed by police, Rocky's car almost overturned...
- Bolivia: Rocky's visit cut to three hours in the airport because of rioting...
- Chile: Visit cancelled by government because of strikes and demonstrations...

- Paraguay: Demonstrations despite attempts to eliminate them before Rocky's visit...
- Uruguay: G.M. plant burned to the ground...

- Argentina: Nine Rockefeller-owned supermarkets bombed or burned... nation-wide general strike... 1 demonstrator killed...

*Yanqui Dog go home!"
...but Rocky's not discouraged... He's busy building more American-style hotels, supermarkets and universities all over the world... and he's making sure every town has its own Chase Manhattan bank branch... He backs Latin America's biggest magazines "Vision" and the "Esso Times" along with Post Toasties, hairspray and the "Creole Culture"...

Rocky has a dream... He wants to make the whole world a suburb of New York...

...this is your voice of America station...

...and all the fine Rockefeller corporations have gone out into the rest of the world to pick while the pickin's good!

...the Standard Oil Trust is the largest in America... but it's also the largest corporation in Iran, Venezuela, Arabia, Indonesia and Colombia and it operates in every country in the "free world"...

...meanwhile Anaconda copper and Armco steel are digging, Pan Am flies where others don't, IBM and Borden have plants around the world and CPG isn't caused international for nothing...

...the Rockefellers like to call their giant corporations that dominate the world "multinational" others have different words for them:

Imperialismo!
The Rockefellers have plantations everywhere... a sheep and cattle ranch in Australia, rice and coffee plantations in Venezuela, half a dozen plantation resorts in the Caribbean and Hawaii, a huge coffee plantation in Ecuador, rice, corn, cattle, coffee and hog plantations in Brazil, coconut plantations in Thailand, a huge ranch in Venezuela; poultry operations around the world; a coffee plantation in El Salvador, a sugar plantation in Peru, a huge cattle ranch in Arkansas and many others. Most farmers learn to respect the land they till... not the Rockefellers. Their coffee plantations go marching through the South American jungles destroying hundreds of acres of barren land that may tons of "petrofertilizers" and insecticides...
"Standard oil stock prices reflect political conditions throughout the world."

"And Nelson Rockefeller and gang built the United Nations too... Part of the original plan was to house the U.N. close to home -- at the Rockefeller's Pocantico estate... When that didn't work out the Rockefellers personally bought some land in downtown Manhattan and had their personal architect design the sleek, new United Nations headquarters... and Nelson Rockefeller, Ralph Bunche, John Foster Dulles and friends led the first U.S. delegation..."

"To rule more efficiently the Rockefellers have divided the world among themselves... Nelson is an expert on Latin America (and speaks fluent Spanish)... John takes care of the Far East... Laurance watches over Africa and the Caribbean and David presides over the whole empire..."

"One fine day as David Rockefeller was seeing the sights of Malaysia:"

"What do you think of beautiful and ancient Malaysia, Mr. Rockefeller, sir?"

"It's surprising that such a small country should have such a fantastic foreign exchange rate!"
...THE ROCKEFELLERS LIKE TO HELP THEIR FRIENDS... THEY HAVE SET UP DOZENS OF AGENCIES (MOST OF THEM FINANCED BY GENEROUS TAXPAYERS) TO AID FRIENDLY FOREIGN COUNTRIES...

...THIS AID CONSISTS MOSTLY OF BUILDING ROADS TO BANANA PLANTATIONS, FINANCING DIAMOND MINES AND THE LIKE... WHAT'S LEFT GUTS THROUGH THE HANDS OF THE FOREIGN COUNTRIES RULING ELITE-SILKED CRUMBS TO KEEP THEM CONTENT... BETTER KNOWN AS "FOOD FOR PEACE"

...WHEN WE HELP OUR FRIENDS, OUR FRIENDS HELP US... RIGHT EMPEROR???

...AND NOW IT'S TIME TO MEET THIS WEEK'S LACKEYS!

LACKEYS IN LATIN AMERICA

THIS WEEK'S LACKEYS ARE:

ALFREDO LLERAS CAMARGO

...A MEMBER OF ONE OF LATIN AMERICA'S OLDEST, RICHEST AND MOST PRESTIGIOUS FAMILIES, ALFREDO LLERAS, MARRIED THE DAUGHTER OF A FORMER CHILEAN PRESIDENT & SEQUENCED TO BECOME EDITOR OF THE LARGEST NEWSPAPERS IN CHILE. ARGENTINA & COLOMBIA. THEN HE TWICE BECAME PRESIDENT OF COLOMBIA... NERO, NERO, NERO! FOR HIS FRIENDSHIP WITH STANDARD OIL, AND THE STATE DEPARTMENT... AND IS NOW A TRUSTEE OF THE ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION AND BIRD OF VISION MAGAZINE (THE TIMES OF LATIN AMERICA)...

...IN 1966 ALFREDO'S SONS, CARLOS LLERAS, BECAME PRESIDENT OF COLOMBIA... A LIBERAL TECHNICIAN, CARLOS IS NO STRANGER TO ROCKEFELLER IDEAS EITHER... SETTING A NEW PATTERN, CARLOS MOVED RIGHT OVER FROM THE PRESIDENCY OF COLOMBIA'S CORPORATE-PROMPTED COLOMBIAN SUBSIDIARY TO THE PRESIDENCY OF COLOMBIA (LLERAS'S SUCCESSOR AS PRESIDENT WAS ALSO PRESIDENT OF CELENSE CORPS)...

...CARLOS LOOKED VERY GOOD ON DAVID ROCKEFELLER, WHO SAW, AFTER PUNCHING HIS FRIENDS "DEMOCRATIC" REGIME, "WE MUST GET BACK TO THE U.S. I WILL TELL THE FINANCIAL SECTOR OF COLOMBIA'S GREAT PROGRESS & STABILITY..."

ALFREDO LLERAS CAMARGO...

...I'M A LIBERAL TOO!

CARLOS LLERAS RESTREPO

...DAVID ALWAYS GOT SOME DAMN EMPEROR OR SHAM OVER THERE!
...YEAH, WE'VE
GOT A LOT OF FRIENDS...
BUT THEN EVERY ONCE IN A
WHILE WE GET THESE UPPITY
GOVERNMENTS... VERY UNCO-OPERATIVE-
THEY START TAKING THEIR LAND,
AND THEIR OIL AWAY FROM US...
AND—GULP—THEY START
TALKING ABOUT KICKING
US OUT!

...WE TRY TO CONVINCE THEM
TO LISTEN TO REASON...

WHAT'S
THE C.I.A.
FOR
ANYWAY!

...WHAT THE C.I.A.
IS FOR ANYWAY:
THE CENTRAL
INTELLIGENCE AGENCY IS THE MOST SECRET
AND THE MOST
POWERFUL PART OF THE
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT.
IT HAS OVER 200,000
EMPLOYEES AND SPENDS
BILLIONS OF DOLLARS
A YEAR... WHAT
DOES IT
DO?

...THE C.I.A.
NAMES PLOTS...

...BUGS OFFICES...

...FINANCES RESEARCH...

...AND ASSASSINATES
PEOPLE...

...FINDS OUT ABOUT
RUSSIAN MISSILES...

...IMPORTS HEROIN...

...WATCHES PEOPLE...

...BUT ITS MOST IMPORTANT
JOB IS TO CLEAN UP UN-
FRIENDLY GOVERNMENTS...
... HERE ARE A FEW MAJOR OPERATIONS:

**IRAN 1953**

"It was a real James Bond operation..."

Teddy Roosevelt's grandson (who later became a top executive on Gulf Oil) led this CIA-run coup which took care of Premier Mohammed Mossadegh, after Standard Oil became worried when he began nationalizing oil companies. They replaced him with a former Nazi and Iran has been fascist ever since... and right after the coup Standard Oil and friends were given Iran's vast oil reserves...

"We've done some good things... in the economy and overseas too - Iran and Guatemala..."

**GUATEMALA 1954**

"A nationalist president was threatening Standard Oil and United Fruit. Unlike most famous, they went home... but they didn't give up... Soon Allen Dulles, a Standard Oil lawyer, and the C.I.A. were back and they got rid of the Pinko and replaced him with a fascist general and even threw in some new oil laws for Guatemala in the bargain... and now Standard Oil and the banana are back and everyone is happy except the Guatemalans..."

"Also Guatemala was only too happy to let the C.I.A. train in that country for the..."

**BAY OF PIGS INVASION 1961**

"An unsuccessful attempt by the C.I.A. to recapture Cuba..."

**THE CONGO 1961**

"In 1960 Nelson Rockefeller suggested having another Korean-type war to "free" the Congo from communist influences... why was the governor of New York so worried about what was happening in that non-independent African nation?... the independence leader, Patrice Lumumba, was kicked out of the white U.N. troops and was scaring the Rockefeller who were all set to move in... so without wasting much time the C.I.A. moved in, captured Lumumba and beat, tortured and killed him... the man they picked to replace him, Joseph Mobutu, had fought in the Belgian army and worked for a French newspaper... a true patriot... he immediately began to massacre thousands of his opponents..."

"I am not afraid of American imperialism!... my country offers you immense physical resources of good quality workers at low wages with no strikes... and I will not tamper with foreign assets. What more could one ask? the new dictator..."

"That's the spirit," said David Rockefeller as he led the first expedition of American businesses to the Congo to explore the "investment climate"... then the rockefellers moved in full force with all their major banks... Pan Am took over the local airline and built several hotels... AT&T built a subsidiary, Esso looked for oil and Standard of Indiana went into copper... they also invested in the country personally, buying huge interests in the Congo's copper company, textiles, pineapples and aircraft & auto manufacturing..."
INDONESIA 1965

"INDONESIA IS THE BEST THING THAT'S HAPPENED TO UNCLE SAM SINCE WORLD WAR II."

A WORLD BANK OFFICIAL...

One day in late 1964 David Rockefeller learned the awful truth - Sukarno, the father of Indonesia, despite their generous gifts, was turning into a communist! (And just as he learned that Indonesia had the largest oil supply on earth!) He immediately sent Henry Kissinger of Harvard to work, training friendly Indonesians to take over and run the Indonesian government. Then the C.I.A., the Rockefeller Foundation, the Berkeley Mafia (University of Cal.) the Ford Foundation, M.I.T. and Harvard began planning and working... After the coup in 1965 the Rockefeller-trained people took over... 500,000 to a million communists and peasants were massacred... and standard oil got its hands on the largest oil reserve in the world... the sultan of Dakar and minister of the economy, finance, and industry in the new government (who has 10,000 servants in his palace) explains his government's position...

THE CHANGES IN THE GOVERNMENT SINCE 1966 HAVE LED TO A NEW ATTITUDE TOWARD FOREIGN CAPITAL. "GENTLEMEN, INDONESIA IS A GOLDFIsh OF NATURAL RESOURCES AND WE HAVE A LARGE SUPPLY OF CHEAP LABOR WHICH WE CAN OFFER YOU. OUR UNIVERSITIES PRODUCE A LARGE NUMBER OF EDUCATED PERSONNEL WHO WILL AID NEW CORPORATIONS WITH PLEASURE... INDONESIA IS WAITING FOR YOUR INITIATIVE."

SOUTH AFRICA

Many Rockefeller corporations have operations in South Africa and the Rockefellers have a large personal interest in the diamond mines there... South Africa was David's favorite African nation when he opened up Chase Manhattan's first African branch there... "Next we'll go on to Rhodesia," said an aide-since-then Chase and first National City Bank have become famous for financing the white dictatorship there and the Ghanaian times has charged that the Rockefellers are arming the South African Fascists and the Portuguese colonialists... "The Ghanaian Times and Ghana's independence leader, Kwame Nkrumah, were soon overthrown..."

BRAZIL 1964

The communist threat hit Brazil in the early 1960's... it also hit ITT which had its telephones nationalized and threatened other U.S. corporations... so the C.I.A. worked quickly and planned a military coup in 1964... Brazil became known around the world as one of the most fascist countries, and it was famed for its torture and best of all it was very friendly to U.S. business...

WHO RUNS THE CIA?

...the J. Edgar Hoover of the C.I.A. was the late Allan Dulles, a top Rockefeller lawyer... after him came John McCona from Standard Oil of California... the Rockefellers have always had a strong influence in the C.I.A., which is one of the most "liberal" parts of the government...
GREECE 1947 & 1967

As a result of these two CIA-led coups, communism has been contained. The people of Greece have a fascist government, and Standard Oil has a huge oil refinery.

CAMBODIA 1970

Prince Sihanouk, an anti-American, was not co-operating at all with the American set-up in South Vietnam — so the CIA overthrew him and the friendly (and sick) Lon Nol took his place.

BOLIVIA 1971

...the CIA, after killing Che, staged a coup to get rid of the new nationalist anti-American government. The new CIA-infested government is rising fast in the world of fascism — famed for its torture, killings, and monstrous jungle prisons.

CHILE 1973

...On September 11, 1973 the Chilean military crushed the democratically elected government of Chile and murdered socialist President Salvador Allende... It was the bloodiest military coup in modern history — to take the country the military bombed and shot with artillery the presidential palace, Allende's home, newspapers and radio stations, apartment buildings, "sniper nests" and factories in Santiago and Valparaiso... By early 1975, about 30,000 people have been killed. But resistance to the military is still strong... There is civil war in Chile and there will be until Chile is returned to its people... "If it costs all my life..."

Why Bloody Chile?

When Allende was elected President in 1970 socialist Chile threatened the corporations... Allende took over the Rockefeller's Anaconda Copper Mines (the largest in the world) and was doing all he could to set up a socialist democracy right under the CIA's nose... It's happening and the CIA had been trying to get rid of Allende ever since his election. Finally they killed him... the coup was directed by the CIA and U.S. military advisors... It is the latest and most incredible of this series of American-led fascist coups that are becoming more and more common in the Third World every year...

...then for the trophy jobs there's always the MARINES...

...from the halls of Montezuma to the shores of Tripoli... we will fight for our country's battles on the land, by air or sea! We will fight for freedom and justice and to keep our honor clean! And to prove that we are proud to be the United States Marines! We will...

...but if you think we've had a hand in all these fascist governments — you ain't seen nothing yet...
YOU HAVE ONE VOTE.
EACH OF THE ROCKEFELLERS
HAVE ONE VOTE, BUT AS YOU
HAVE PROBABLY ALREADY
GUessed THE ROCKEFELLERS
HAVE FAR, MORE POLITICAL
POWER THAN YOU Do...

THE MOST POLITICALLY POWERFUL
MEMBER OF THE ROCKEFELLER DYNASTy
IS NOT...

THE VICE-PRESIDENT
OF THE UNITED STATES.

OR THE FORMER
GOVERNOR OF
ARKANSAS...

OR THE SECRETARY OF
STATE OF WEST VIRGINIA
WHO EXPECTS TO BE
PRESIDENT...

A COMMON
EXPECTATION AMONG US
ROCKEFELLERS!

JOHN DAVID
ROCKEFELLER II

...THE MOST
POWERFUL
MEMBER OF THE
ROCKEFELLER
FAMILY IS THE
ONE WHO CALLS
HIMSELF...

IT COULDN'T
BE HIM.
HE'S DEAD!

THE NON-
POLITICAL
ROCKEFELLER

DAVID ROCKEFELLER IS CHAIRMAN
OF CHASE MANHATTAN BANK.
HE'S DEFINITELY ONE OF THE
RICHEST MEN IN THE WORLD...
BUT HIS MOST
POLITICALLY POWERFUL
POSITION IS IN...

I NEVER
HEARD ABOUT
THAT IN MY
HISTORY
BOOK.

THE COUNCIL ON FOREIGN RELATIONS

THE C.F.R. IS BUSINESSMEN, ECONOMISTS, POLITICIANS, MILLIONAIRES, BILLIONAIRES,
RENOWNED LIBERALS, NEWSPAPER PUBLISHERS, ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION
OFFICIALS, CORPORATION EXECUTIVES, SENATORS, BANKERS, PRESIDENTS,
TOP LEVEL GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS AND OTHER SUCH PEOPLE ALL
PUT TOGETHER... THE C.F.R. IS THE 1,400 MOST POWERFUL
WHITE MEN IN AMERICA (ALONG WITH A TOKEN HANDFUL OF WOMEN
AND BLACK PEOPLE)... THE PURPOSE OF THE COUNCIL ON FOREIGN RELATIONS IS TO
STAFF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AND PLAN FOREIGN POLICY...
IT IS PROBABLY THE MOST POWERFUL POLITICAL ORGANIZATION IN
THE WORLD... THE INVISIBLE GOVERNMENT... EVER SINCE WORLD
WAR TWO THE COUNCIL ON FOREIGN RELATIONS HAS BEEN PLANNING
THE WORLD'S FUTURE ECONOMICALLY, POLITICALLY, MILITARILY AND
COMPLETELY SHOWING HIS RANK IN SOCIETY, DAVID ROCKEFELLER
IS CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD... AND THE ROCKEFELLER FAMILY
ORIGINALLY SET UP THE C.F.R., THEIR FOUNDATIONS FUNDED IT;
AND THE ROCKEFELLER BROTHERS AND THEIR CRONIES RULE IT...

C.F.R. MEMBERS
PLANNING THE WORLD'S
FUTURE

MURDER IN NAPEL
MURDER IN MIAMI
MURDER IN MIAMI
JOHN McCLOY
(PAST CHAIRMAN OF
BOTH THE CHASE
MANHATTAN BANK
AND THE C.F.R.,
AS WELL AS A
GOVERNMENT
OFFICIAL) SAID
WHILE IN WASHINGTON:
"WHENEVER WE
NEEDED A MAN WE
THUMBED THROUGH
THE COUNCIL ROLLS
AND PUT THROUGH
A CALL TO
NEW YORK."

HELLO, DAVID...
COULD YOU SEND
OVER A NEW
TREASURY SECRETARY
AND A FEW MEN
FOR THE STATE DEPT.?

BESIDES TRICKY, KENNEDY
AND EISENHOWER, WERE BOTH
MEMBERS OF THE CLUB... IN FACT, THREE OUT
OF FOUR TOP
LEVEL
GOVERNMENT
OFFICIALS BELONG
TO THIS EXCLUSIVE
ORGANIZATION, ALONG
WITH UNCOUNTED
NUMBERS OF SENATORS,
REPRESENTATIVES
AND GOVERNORS...

"OUR NEW VICE PRESIDENT TELLS THE
MORAL OF THE STORY:

...ASK NOT WHAT
STANDARD OIL CAN
DO FOR YOU,
BUT WHAT YOU CAN
DO FOR STANDARD
OIL!

...HERE IS A SHORT
STORY OF THE
UNHAPPY DEMISE
OF ONE OF THE MORE
FAMOUS OF THE
COUNCIL MEMBERS

I THINK WE SHOULD DROP HIM
YES, HE'S DEVELPING INTO A SERIOUS PUBLIC RELATIONS PROBLEM
SHOULD WE IMPEACH HIM OR FOLD HIS FREEMAN?

AMAZING COINCIDENCE!

HOW -- WHERE
CAN WE FIND
A NEW ONE?

GRAND RAPIDS,
MICHIGAN...

I THINK I'LL DO FINE!

HE'S DOWN!
BUT OBEDIENT!"
WHERE DO SECRETARIES OF STATE COME FROM?

Well, Eisenhower's Secretary of State, John Foster Dulles, was a top Rockefeller lawyer & President of the Rockefeller Foundation. When Dulles died, Christian Herter, who married into the Standard Oil gang (his son is a V.P. on Mobil) became Secretary of State. Next came Dean Rusk, another President of the Rockefeller Foundation. Then when it was Nixon's turn to pick a Secretary of State, he turned to the regular place and asked George Harrar, President of the Rockefeller Foundation. But Harrar declined so Nixon picked an old friend, William P. Rogers. However, Rogers knew nothing about foreign affairs so Henry Kissinger moved in to take care of the job (see below).

United States of America, Inc. Board of Directors

...Most folks don't know it, but Henry Kissinger, world traveler, originated in the prestigious Rockefeller Stables too. The Rockefellers discovered Henry Kissinger at Harvard and gave him a job at the Rockefeller Brothers Fund. Since then he's worked for the Council on Foreign Relations, the Rockefeller Foundation, Harvard University and various other family projects. Recognizing a highly imperialist mind, Nelson Rockefeller hired Henry as his personal foreign affairs advisor for many years, but then duty called and Henry went to Washington to supervise American foreign affairs and defend the Rockefeller family property and oil around the world.

Henry was considering returning to New York to become (no kidding) President of the Rockefeller Foundation, but he decided to stay on as Secretary of State when he heard that his boss was moving uptown to become Vice-President.

As for the rest of the cabinet, attorney general come from key Wall Street law firms and the last two Secretaries of Agriculture were sent directly from Washington from Philpot-Purina (for $5.00, get a box of constant $30.00). Two of the last four Treasury Secretaries are directors of Chase Manhattan and Nixon's was chairman of Chicago's largest bank. Aviation officials become chairman of the Board of Pan Am and the defense department relies on people from the war industry... such as Frank Pace of General Dynamics, Chris Wake of IBM, William Burden of Lockheed, David Packard or Hewlett-Packard, Thomas Gates of General Electric or F.R. Gilpath of Fairchild...
...and change a presto he turned into:

SUPER LIBERAL
THE�ELOVED HER�OF MILLIONS OF PATRIOTIC AMERICANS?
HE THINKS!

POPULATION CONTROL
STERILIZE THEM ALL!
THE ROCKEFELLERS SAY THAT THE WORLD'S MAIN PROBLEM IS PEOPLE... IF THERE WEREN'T SO MANY OF US EVERYTHING WOULD BE FINE... SO THEY BROUGHT US THE "POPULATION COUNCIL" AND DONATED MILLIONS OF DOLLARS TO THE CAUSE OF STERILIZING PEOPLE IN INDIA, PUERTO RICO AND HARLEM... AND IT'S ALL VERY LIBERAL, OF COURSE!
PERSONALLY THE ROCKEFELLERS LIKE BAY FAMILIES, AND TOGETHER THE FIVE BROTHERS HAVE PRODUCED 22 KIDS...

LIBERAL RACISM
...WE JUST PUT A WOMAN ON THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF AT&T! HOW ABOUT THAT? PRETTY LIBERAL, HU?
...WELL WE JUST PUT A BLACK WOMAN ON THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF CHASE MANHATTAN BANK!
...HEY... THAT'S A GOOD IDEA! TWO BIRDS WITH ONE STONE... WE'LL HAVE TO ELECT ONE OF THOSE NEXT BOARD MEETING!

POPULATION!
INTEGRATION!
... THAT STATEMENT BY JOHN D. ROCKEFELLER JR. CAN BE TAKEN SEVERAL DIFFERENT WAYS... BUT THE ROCKEFELLERS HAVE SUPPORTED THE “NEGRO CAUSE” EVER SINCE THE BEGINNING. THEY SPONSORED BOOKER T. WASHINGTON, THE FIRST GREAT UNCLE TOM, WHO ONCE SAID (TO A GROUP OF RICH WHITE SOMEONE) “THE WISEST (WITIEST) AMONG MY RACE UNDERSTAND THAT THE AGITATION OF THE QUESTION OF EQUALITY IS THE GREATEST FOOL” (APPLAUSE)... THEY ALSO SPONSORED BOOKER T.’S “NEGRO COLLEGES” (TUSKEEGEE, TROWALOO ETC) AND STILL CONTROL THEM TODAY... THEY’VE ALWAYS BEEN PICKY THOUGH - TODAY FINANCING “MODERATE” GROUPS LIKE THE NATIONAL URBAN LEAGUE, N.A.A.C.P. AND CARE... JUNIOR EXPLAINS THE FAMILY’S REASONING:

... WHAT’S WRONG WITH BLACKS AND PUERTO RICANS? DAVID ROCKEFELLER COMPLAINS:

“THEY’VE MANAGED TO GET HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMATES WITH ONLY FIFTH GRADE READING ABILITY. THEY HAVE ONLY THE VAGUEST NOTION OF WHAT CONSTITUTES PUNCTUALITY AND PROPER ATTIRE... AND THEY SUFFER FROM AN ALMOST TOTAL LACK OF MOTIVATION”


THIS IS HOW YOU PULL YOURSELF UP BY YOUR OWN BOOTSTRAPS!

THE ONLY WAY I’M GOING TO GET ANYWHERE IS TO GET THIS GRAPPA OFF MY BACK!

SOME OF OUR BEST FRIENDS ARE NEGROES!

Ralph Bunche of the United Nations died in 1971...

“... ONE OF THE ROCKEFELLER’S FRIENDS (AND A TRUSTEE OF THE ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION) WHO THEY INSISTED ON CALLING THE NATION’S LEADING NEGRO CITIZEN, WAS RALPH BUNCHE. RALPH ROSE IN THE O.S.S. (THE C.I.A. OF WORLD WAR II) TO BECOME THAT AGENCY’S TOP STRATEGIST FOR AFRICA... THEN HE AND NELSON ROCKEFELLER GOT TOGETHER AND PLANNED THE UNITED NATIONS AND HE BECAME ITS MOST POWERFUL MEMBER...”

Whitney Young (of the Urban League) learned his trade in the army:

“THE BLACK SOLDIERS WERE KILLING SO MANY WHITE OFFICERS THAT THEY WERE AFRAID TO COME OUT OF THEIR TENTS... SO THE OFFICERS SAT DOWN WITH ME TO TRY TO STRAIGHTEN THINGS OUT... AND THE MEN SAID I WAS UNCLE TOM... THAT WAS THE BEGINNING OF MY WORK IN THAT FIELD...”

*After the war Whitney worked his way up to become dean of Atlanta University, one of the Rockefellers’ Southern Black Colleges...
... But Whitney’s big chance didn’t come until Lindsley Kimball, a scout for Worthy Causes for the Rockefeller family, happened to notice him at an Urban League Annual Meeting:

“I was impressed by his logical & sensible address so I sent for Whitney. Lester Granger, who had headed the League for years, was about to retire and we were looking for a replacement... Whitney said he was interested... We decided to send him to Harvard for a year to think & study & get to know people. The Rockefeller Foundation arranged a fellowship...”

So Whitney relaxed at the Rockefeller resort in the Italian Alps, enjoyed his 25th wedding anniversary with them and they became good friends... and then the Rockefellers awarded him with the high distinction they give only to especially trusting friends... and Whitney became a trustee of the Rockefeller Foundation...

... Whitney died in Nigeria while swimming with Ed Moskie, Ramsey Clark, and Tom Winman of Polaroid, on a Ford Foundation trip to Africa (Whitney had become good friends with Henry Ford II too)... His funeral was held in Riverside Church (the Rockefeller built church in Manhattan)... No less than Twelve Rockefellers were at his funeral... and David Rockefeller commended him for his “dedicated service.”

... After Whitney died the Rockefellers supplied another long time servant Vernon Jordan, head of the Rockefeller-owned United Negro College Fund, into Whitney’s place, as executive director of the National Urban League.

... And, of course, the Rockefellers are against pollution... (Who isn’t?)

I hate pollution! I think it’s just awful... I’m very concerned about our environment too! People cause pollution... we all must do our little bit to save our environment... I do my little bit... one of my cars, a $30,000 silver-gray Daimler, runs on propane instead of standard oil... I even wrote a book on ecology... it is called “Our Environment Can Be Saved.”

... While Laurance calls himself America’s leading conservationist and Nelson says he has strived to clean up New York, their factories, mines, utilities, and refineries continue to be the main factor in the destruction of the environment. The oil industry, which the Rockefellers manipulate, leaves millions of tons of oil spilled across the oceans and beaches and oil exhaust is the most overwhelming of all the poisons in the air... and, of course, the Rockefellers are working to keep the country dependent on burning their oil and blackening the skies...
JOHN DAVID ROCKEFELLER III SAYS:

"WE MUST SUSTAIN THE YOUTH REVOLUTION"

...HE SAID THIS IN HIS NEW BOOK ABOUT "THE NEW REVOLUTION IN AMERICA"

HOW LIBERAL!

STOP POLLUTION!

WE'LL EVEN INSTITUTIONALIZE ...

THE REVOLUTION

... AND IF ANYONE DOUBTS THAT THEY CAN JUST REMEMBER...

... THE MOST WONDERFUL THING THAT EVER WAS, BECAUSE OF ALL THE WONDERFUL THINGS THAT IT DOES...

...BESIDES BEING A BREEDING GROUND FOR SECRETARIES OF STATE, THE ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION SERVES MANY PURPOSES FOR THE FAMILY ... IN THEIR FOUNDATIONS THEY STORE TWO BILLION DOLLARS IN CORPORATE STOCK, TAX FREE ... AND THEY CAN ALSO PAY UNIVERSITIES TO DO RESEARCH FOR THEM, INFLUENCE CHURCH ORGANIZATIONS AND CULTURAL CENTERS, CO-OPT (BABE) IMPORTANT PEOPLE, FUND THE STERILIZATION OF POOR PEOPLE AND OTHER FAMILY PROJECTS - AND IMPROVE THEIR PUBLIC IMAGE AT THE SAME TIME!

... AND THOSE AMAZING ROCKEFELLER BROTHERS ARE NOT ONLY HEARTWARMINGLY LIBERAL ... THEY'RE NICE TOO! THEY ARE JUST OUT TO HELP THE WORLD WITH THEIR BILLIONS ... DOING GOOD DEEDS FOR THE POOR AND NEEDY COUP!

... and not only that - we're HUMBLE too!
ATTICA
NEW YORK
SEPTMBER 1971

...IN ATTICA STATE PRISON, LIVING CAGED, WITH NO RIGHTS OR RESPECT, ON SEPTEMBER 9, 1971, TWO THOUSAND BLACK, WHITE AND PUERTO RICAN PRISONERS REBELLED. THEY CAPTURED THIRTY GUARDS AND TOOK CONTROL OF PART OF THE PRISON. THEY DEMANDED THAT THE RACIST PRISON WARDEN AND GUARDS BE FIRED. AN END TO THE INHUMAN LIVING CONDITIONS, RECONSTRUCTION OF ATTICA UNDER THE SUPERVISION OF THE PRISONERS AND TOTAL AMNESTY. THEY DEMANDED TO SEE GOVERNOR NELSON ROCKEFELLER. ROCKEFELLER REFUSED TO TALK TO PRISONERS. HE ISSUED AN UTMATUM TO GIVE UP HIS PRISON AND HIS GUARDS. THEY REFUSED...

ROCKEFELLER
HAD
ENOUGH...

GET 'EM!

ROCKEFELLER'S ARMY MOVED IN WITH SHOTGUNS, CARBINES, M-16'S, SNIPER HELICOPTERS, AND TEARGAS... THEY KILLED FORTY FOUR PEOPLE INCLUDING TEN OF THE HOSTAGES... IT WAS THE BLOODEST MASSACRE IN THE UNITED STATES SINCE THE INDIAN MASSACRES...

"WE NOT ONLY HAD TO CONSIDER THE LIVES AT STAKE... BUT THE LAW, THE VERY FABRIC OF OUR SOCIETY WAS IN QUESTION"

"YOU DID A GREAT JOB, NELSON"

"HE'S A VERY COURAGEOUS MAN"

"SAYD NIXON AND AGNEW... NOW THE ATTICA BROTHERS ARE ON TRIAL AND NELSON ROCKEFELLER IS VICE PRESIDENT."

...MEANWHILE IN ARKANSAS...

(WINTHROP'S STATE) THINGS WERE GOING JUST FINE... TORTURE, INCLUDING ELECTRONIC AND BEATING OF PRISONERS WAS A ROUTINE THING... A PART OF EVERY PRISONER'S DAILY LIFE... PRISON LABOR WAS HIRED CHEAP TO LOCAL PLANTATIONS (WINROCK FARMS)...

PRISONERS DISAPPEARED EVERY DAY... FINALLY AN OFFICIAL DECIDED TO REFORM THE PRISONS... HE STARTED TO FIND THE DISAPPEARING PRISONERS - BURIED IN THE GROUND... HE BECAME A REAL THREAT TO THE LOCAL PLANTATIONS, THE SADISTIC GUARDS AND WINTHROP ROCKEFELLER... AND SO OF COURSE GOVERNOR WINTHROP FIRED HIM... AND NOW...

...EVERYTHING IS JUST FINE AGAIN...

REMEMBER LUDLOW!...AND REMEMBER ATTICA!...AND ALSO REMEMBER...
...THE ROCKEFELLERS DON'T KILL PEOPLE WITH THEIR OWN HANDS... THEY ARE PROBABLY VERY NON-VIOLENT PEOPLE... THE ROCKEFELLERS ONLY ORDER THE WARS... THEY ONLY RUN THE CORPORATION'S THAT MAKE THE BOMBS... THEY ONLY INSTALL THE DICTATORS THAT TORTURE THE PEOPLE...

THE ROCKEFELLERS PROBABLY DON'T LITTER... THEY ONLY RUN STANDARD OIL SO IT MAKES A PROFIT... AND THAT INVOLVES POISONING THE AIR, SPILLING OIL ACROSS THE OCEANS, DESTROYING HOMES, DISPLACING ESKIMOS, AND KILLING PEOPLE...

MANY LATIN AMERICANS GET PAID LESS THAN 75¢ A DAY BY AMERICAN CORPORATIONS...

EVERY PERSON THAT STARS IN LATIN AMERICA DIES BECAUSE OF AND FOR THE SYSTEM THAT THE ROCKEFELLERS RUN, UPHELD AND IN THE END PROFIT FROM... THE ROCKEFELLERS ARE PROBABLY RESPONSIBLE FOR MORE MISERY AND DEATH THAN ANYONE ELSE IN HISTORY AND THEY DON'T EVEN HAVE TO WASH THE BLOOD OFF THEIR HANDS...
...MEANWHILE, IN CENTRAL SAIGON, THE LOCAL CHASE MANHATTAN BANK BRANCH IS UNDER HEAVY ATTACK BY THE FORCES OF NATIONAL LIBERATION... THE BANK, WHICH IS BUILT LIKE A FORT WITH WINDOWLESS WALLS OF GRANITE AND SANDSTONE TO WITHSTAND MORTAR ATTACKS, IS HOLDING ON AS LONG AS IT CAN BUT ITS SOLDIERS ARE HIGH AND THEIR MORAL IS LOW...

...AND SAIGON ISN'T GOING TO BE BLESSED BY A BRANCH OF CHASE MANHATTAN BANK MUCH LONGER...

...AND EVERY SINCE AUNT LUCY GOT HERSELF KIDNAPPED IN COLONIAL CHINA BY THE BOXERS, THE ROCKEFELLERS HAVE BEEN SURROUNDED BY BODYGARDS...

...IT JUST SHOWS THE TOTAL LACK OF RESPECT THESE PEASANTS HAVE FOR PRIVATE PROPERTY!

...EVEN CHASE MANHATTAN'S SIXTY STORY SKYSCRAPER IN NEW YORK ISN'T SAFE FROM ATTACK!

I THOUGHT WE HAD A MONOPOLY ON BOMBS!

...MEANWHILE, ON NELSON'S HUGO COFFEE PLANTATION IN ECUADOR, TWO OF NELSON'S CROOKS WERE KIDNAPPED DURING A LABOR DISPUTE...

COFFEE

HELP HELP

...AND IN THE MIDDLE EAST, STANDARD OIL OFFICIALS ARE BECOMING INCREASINGLY DISTURBED BY THE BOMBINGS OF THEIR PIPELINES BY ARAB GUERRILLAS...

THERE IS A MONSTER THAT THE ROCKEFELLERS RIDE. IT LIVES ON THE BLOOD AND THE SWEAT OF THE PEOPLE...

...PEOPLE ARE STANDING UP AND FIGHTING BACK IN MANY PLACES ON MANY LEVELS WE HAVE SUFFERED MANY SETBACKS BUT WE WILL WIN...

IN MOZAMBIQUE WE FINALLY WON OUR LIBERATION AFTER TEN YEARS OF WAR WITH THE PORTUGUESE. NOW WE ARE REGULATING OUR COUNTRY FOR OURSELVES, NOT FOR PORTUGAL, OR AMERICA, OR ROCKEFELLERS, OUR BROTHERS AND SISTERS IN THE REST OF SOUTHERN AFRICA ARE STILL STRUGGLING, OUR SISTERS AND BROTHERS AROUND THE WORLD ARE STILL STRUGGLING. IT TAKES CONSTANT DETERMINED AND ORGANIZED STRUGGLE TO SLOWLY EXPOSE, ISOLATE, WEEKEN AND FINALLY DEFEAT THE MONSTER AND WIN OUR FREEDOM.

...BECAUSE LIFE BELONGS TO THE PEOPLE AND ONLY DEATH BELONGS TO THE MONSTER.
This list of resources is not meant to footnote where I got every fact, quote and date. I'm not going to try to do that. The purpose of this list is to show you some of the sources I have used and lead you on the trail to finding similar information:

**Family Biographies:**

**David * William Hoffman - Lyle Stuart 1971**
- A great liberal muckraking biography emphasizing David's power but including the story of the whole family...

**Rockefeller Power * Meyer Kutz - Simon & Schuster 1974**
- A critical biography mostly concentrating on foundations, museums, building projects and South America, not very complete or organized...

**Rockefeller Follies * William Rodgers - Stein & Day 1966**
- A great muckraking account of the family's rise to political fame with many stories...

**The Rockefeller Billions * Jules Abel * 1974**
- A regular, informational biography of the family, not very radical...
- There are also a great many pro-Rockefeller "house biographies," at least ten, which include a lot of useful original information, all in the spirit of defending the family name. I won't list them but they probably stock every public library in the country.

**C.I.A. and its adventures:**

**The Invisible Government * David Wise & Thomas Ross - Random House 1964**
- An account of the C.I.A.'s major accomplishment before this date.

**Cult of Intelligence * Mark Shakeretti * 1974**
- The scandals file that was conspired by the C.I.A.

**Inside the Company: C.I.A. Diary * Philip Agee * 1975**
- An amazing day to day account by a former C.I.A. agent... not available in the U.S. (Tell problems) Write to: Philip Agee, 4141 Saskatchewan, West Vancouver, Ontario, Canada...

**Oil and the Energy Crisis:**

**The Last Play: Struggle to Monopolize the World's Energy * James Ridgaway - Dutton Press * 1979**
- Short text with a lot of raw information in the back about the oil trust and how it is trying to monopolize the world's energy resources...

**The Case of the People vs. Standard Oil * Alan Miller - P.A.R.C. Counseling Service 1972**
- Short clear pamphlet outlining the illegality of Standard Oil

**The Energy Crisis & the Real Crisis Behind It * Dave Pugh, Mitch Zimmerman, Gar Smith * 1974**
- A similar pamphlet, post energy crisis...
- Both pamphlets are available from United Front Press, box 40099, S.F. Calif., about 75 cents each.

**The Energy Crisis * 1974 - Monthly Review Press ... and the Political Economy of Oil and Underdeveloped Countries * 1969 Beacon Press**
- Both books by Michael Tranzier.
- Two academic but readable, clear books that explain the relationship between the oil monopolies and the oil producing and importing nations...

**Of course there are many other good books, not to mention bad books about the oil industry, many of which I have not read...**

**Corporate Empire:**

- A colossal classic, long, detailed, conglomerate of rich families and their corporations...
- Ferdinand also wrote America's 50 Families, which is worth reading even though it's archaic (1936) if you want to get background on who controls what.

**Millionaires and Managers * V.M. Khrushkov * 1969**
- Progressive Publishers...
- Simple, comprehensive study of corporate power and interest groups...

**Who Rules America * William Domhoff - Prentice Hall 1967**
- Not by fact, dates, quotes but at a good sociological overview...

**Empire of High Finance * Victor Frued * International 1957**
- Old and probably hard to find...

**STANDARD & POOR'S Business Manuals**
- Lists many what it does, directors, etc... basic info on management comes from who's who in finance and industry...

**C.I.F. and the Government:**

**The Invisible Government * Dan Smoot - Western Illinois Americanist Library 1962**
- The right wing has produced several books on this subject, their original research is amazing. If you can stomach the conclusions (I believe Rockefeller is in league with the communists)

**Miscellaneous:**

Of course a lot of this information came from newspapers and magazine articles, both straight and radical magazines and newspapers.

- You can write to the U.S. Senate, judicial committee and the house rules committee for free copies of the Rockefeller confirmation hearings...

- I am interested in doing more revolutionary drawing and writing...
- Write care of HACLA box 723 Berkeley, Calif.
NACLA, THE NORTH AMERICAN CONGRESS ON LATIN AMERICA, publisher of "THE INCREDIBLE ROCKY" is an independent research collective formed in 1966 in response to the U.S. invasion of the dominican republic. our primary objective has been to probe beyond the official rhetoric to expose the forces which shape and profit from existing U.S. policies in latin america. we focus on U.S. institutions (corporations, banks, government agencies, the military and police, labor, foundations and the church), the powerful interests behind them and how their operations affect the people of latin america. in addition, we are increasing our attention on the home front operations of these same institutions and their effects on peoples' lives here. the results of our research are published in our bimonthly reports and our pamphlets. NACLA is a non-profit organization whose financial survival depends on the sale of our publications and contributions.

NACLA REPORT ON THE AMERICAS
(six times a year, 48 pages)
recent issues have included: "AGRICULTURE TARGETS LATIN AMERICA"
"CRISIS IN NICARAGUA? "STEEL YARD BLUES"
"CARIBBEAN MIGRATION" "DYING FOR WORK"
"SCHOoled IN CONFLICT (MEXICO)" "PUBLIC DEBT - PRIVATE PROFIT"

THE CHICANOS (comic book, 1973, 32 pages) 50¢ and 25¢ postage
a history of the chicanos people by mexican artist rios.

ARGENTINA: IN THE HOUR OF THE FURNACES
(1975, 106 pages) # 2.25 and 25¢ postage
extensive analysis and documents of argentina's political struggle today.

THE U.S. MILITARY APPARATUS (1972, 108 pages)
# 1.75 and 25¢ postage
a guide to america's worldwide military establishment
including information on pentagon intelligence agencies, military and police aid programs and arms sales to foreign countries.

YANQUI DOLLAR (1971, 64 pages) #1.50 and 25¢ postage
an analysis of U.S. investments in latin america and how they contribute to underdevelopment

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY GUIDE
(1970, 76 pages) #1.50 and 25¢ postage
a systematic guide to researching the U.S. establishment both at home and abroad.

BIBLIOGRAPHY ON LATIN AMERICA
(1973, 48 pages) #1.25 and 25¢ postage
an introductory annotated list

subscription rates:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>individuals</th>
<th>institutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>$ 11</td>
<td>$ 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 years</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 years</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

for more information about NACLA publications including bulk rates write to:

NACLA
151 west 19th street, 9th floor, ny, ny 10011
the story is not finished...